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Costs of Below-Standard Cleaning 
By Durk Johnson (Meredith Lodging / VRHP Executive 
Director) 

Housekeeping is the most visible department a 

property management company has. Think about it. 

The work a housekeeping department does is 

viewed by everyone staying in the property. The 

best housekeeping is one that meets all the standards 

set forth by the company.  

 

From time to time bad housekeeping takes place. 

Have you stopped to consider the impact poor 

housekeeping performance does to a housekeeping 

department, property management company, an 

owner’s property review, or a guest stay? The 

impact the housekeeping work has is HUGE!!!! 

Even though the guests or owners may never see us 

they see, critique, and evaluate our work.  

 

When something goes wrong with housekeeping the 

dominos start to fall.  

 
 

Domino 1 - The guest calls the front desk 

and complains (sobs, yells, and uses 

venomous words) that 

their 5-day vacation is ruined because of 

poor housekeeping.  

 

Domino 2 - The front desk clerk escalates 

the call to the front desk manager (who hears 

the story told for a second time by the guest) 

and promises swift action. 

 

Domino 3 - The front desk manager calls the 

housekeeping manger to share the story of 

the ruined vacation and demands swift action 

to clean the property and speak to the 

housekeeper who cleaned the property. 

 

Domino 4 - Housekeeping manger speaks to 

the housekeeper and sends them back to fix 

the issues and problems. 

 

Domino 5 - The unhappy housekeeper 

returns to the scene of housekeeping horror 

(per the guest) and apologizes, then proceeds 

to clean the property. At the end of the 

cleaning the guests offer the overworked and 

tired housekeeper a cold beverage and say 

thank you for coming back to the home 

(ideal situation-fingers crossed). 

 

Domino 6 - The front desk manager follows 

up with the guest to make sure everything is 

alright. During this conversation, the guest 

demands compensation for pain and 

suffering experienced from the poor 

housekeeping. Following the conversation 

some compensation is granted.  

 

Domino 7 - The housekeeping manger and 

front desk manager argue over who is paying 

for the compensation. Eventually, the 

housekeeping manager concedes and pays 

for the guest’s compensation. 
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As you think about the fictional story above (with 

threads of truth), the cost of poor housekeeping 

increases as each domino falls.  The cost becomes 

staggering with the extra phone calls, anxiousness of 

the guest and staff, not to mention the effort to 

resolve the issue and bring the customer back.  

 

When great housekeeping is achieved and done up 

to the company standard the phone does not ring and 

the staff is happy because the guests are content.  

 

The domino effect can be avoided and reduced!  All 

is not lost!  

Below are some crucial procedures that will help 

your team succeed: 

• Hire the right number of staff for the work load. 

• Follow the wall. 

• Create a repeatable cleaning routine using the 

cleaning process. 

• Inspect every arrival. 

 

With a little extra planning and preparation, you and 

your team can avoid the domino effect.  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Managing Workplace Conflict and 
Friction Between Employees 
By Susan Jones (Founder and Managing Director of KLS 
Group – MBA, SPHR, SHRM-SCP) 

 

It’s Saturday morning and as you walk into the 

housekeeping department you overhear two of your 

housekeepers squabbling with each other.  You 

aren’t sure what the disagreement is about, but you 

assume that it is some insignificant matter so you 

turn on your computer, roll your eyes, heavily sigh, 

and get on with your day.  Unfortunately for you, 

employees often don’t resolve disagreements, even 

petty ones, on their own.  Instead the issues fester 

and the situation worsens to where it requires your 

intervention. 

 
Here’s the secret - Don’t ignore the problem or 

dismiss it as insignificant.  Based on my experience, 

most of the friction between employees tend to stem 

from work related issues that are unresolved.  When 

you become aware that two or more of your workers 

are not getting along and it is creating friction, it is 

time to act and address the issue.  The longer you 

wait to address the conflict, the more it will cost 

your company in time, money and productivity.   

When you become aware that two or more of your 

employees are not getting along, what is your 

typical reaction? 
1. Avoid - You ignore the behavior and pretend it 

isn’t going on  

2. Accommodate - You smooth over the differences 

to maintain harmony  
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3. Compromise - You bargain for something 

“acceptable” so each employee wins with a 

series of tradeoffs 

4. Resolve - You address it in a timely manner 

The ability to manage and resolve conflict is a 

critical skill for managers today.  If you choose to 

avoid, accommodate or compromise when it comes 

to dealing with employee conflict you are not alone.  

Many supervisors dread confronting employees.  It 

is often easier to drop hints and make indirect 

comments rather than hold a face-to-face 

conversation to address the situation.     

Here are some things you can do proactively to 

minimize employee conflicts in the workplace. 

• A rule of Thumb.  As the first step encourage 

the employees to work it out on their own.  If the 

conflict starts affecting their work or the work of 

others, or it persists for more than a few days 

then it is time to speak to the employees and get 

involved. 

• Be more visible with your employees.  Your 

presence puts you in a better position to witness 

behaviors firsthand and may very well help with 

diffusing the problem.  When your employees 

see you out and about and involved with their 

work, they gain confidence in your ability to 

understand the context of their concerns. 

• Remind your employees about behavior 

expectations.  Take time during a morning 

huddle or team meeting to reinforce the positive 

interaction, collaboration and communication 

you expect your employees to demonstrate.  

While it may be impossible to force employees 

to like one another, getting along with colleagues 

and maintaining professionalism is a 

fundamental requirement in the workplace. 

 

When all else fails, and your employees continue to 

bicker try the following to help you manage and 

resolve conflict in your workplace more effectively.  
1. Discuss the situation in a respectful manner.  

Keep the discussion positive and respectful, even 

if you think the issue is trivial and not important 

from your perspective. It is important to someone 

or else you wouldn’t be having this discussion. 

2. Discuss how the conflict impacts you, other 

employees, guests or owners.  Too often 

employees don’t understand how significantly 

conflict impacts other employee’s time and 

company productivity. 

3. Ask each employee for the specific cause of 

the conflict.  Always ask employees “from your 

perspective, what is happening here?”  Practice 

active listening and be empathetic with your 

response. 

4. Ask for the solution.  Involve the disputing 

employees in dialogue on what they think needs 

to happen to help resolve the issue.  This builds 

accountability. 

5. Agree on the action to be taken.  This step is 

often overlooked and is the most important one.  

Be specific about the actions, timelines and 

outcomes you are expecting to see.  

 

In today’s workplace, conflicts arise constantly.  

Effectively resolving the conflict and eliminating the 

drama means that your employees can get on with 

their jobs, doing the things that they do best, that 

they were hired to do.  
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Delivering Constructive Criticism 
By Jill Hatfield (Wrightsville Sands Realty/ VRHP Board 
Member) 

 

 
Let's face it, giving some one constructive criticism 

can sound like a daunting task that can sometimes 

be met with resistance.  It doesn't have to be that 

way.  Most people want to do the right thing and if 

you are not happy with how an employee, family 

member, or friend has done something, you have the 

ability relieve some of your headaches, it can be a 

win-win for everyone involved.   

Start off by asking yourself if the task at hand is 

important and if it is impeding you or employees 

around you. (Perhaps there is a better way to do 

things, or the end result comes out the same with a 

different path.) If the answer is yes, think about how 

the task needs to be done.  Has the person already 

been instructed on what to do?  This may be fixed 

by having a Standard Operating Procedure to refer 

to.  There is a SOP housekeeping example on the 

VRHP website if needed as a starting point.   

When it is determined that someone needs feedback 

there are several things to keep in mind.  

• Make sure you focus on the issue at hand and 

not the person.  Keep personal comments to 

yourself such as "I'm sick of you being 

lazy/negative, or how bad you always do this 

report."  Instead, stay focused on the task that 

needs improvement.  

• Be Specific!  While giving feedback, be as 

specific as possible.  If you give criticism on how 

Stress-Relieving Tips 
from a VRHP Board 
Member 

 

This month, Jill Hatfield goes over some 

of her tried-and-true-methods to battle 

Stress in the workplace.  

 
1. Take 5, go walk around the outside of 

the house, or office.  Get some fresh 

air. Sometimes you just need to get a 

brief break. 

2. Have an Office "Dammit Doll". For 

the things that are completely out of 

your control! 

 
3. Head to the local bar or restaurant 

after a particularly hard day and hash 

it out with your friends. 

 

 

http://www.vrhp.org/
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someone has cleaned a bathroom, show them 

how you want it done.  Give pictures of finished 

product. Being vague such as "Clean the 

bathroom better...", does not get results. For 

example, "Under the toilet seat, should be 

checked for hair and wiped down, then closed 

before leaving the bathroom."  Don't make 

assumptions about what the person may or may 

not know and what kind of knowledge they have 

come to you with.  Train, Train, Train!  

• After extra training and talking, it's time to Take 

Action!  Come up with how the person is going 

to show their improved skills.  Better yet, come 

up with an action plan together. Be prepared to 

give suggestions.  Keep in mind to stay to items 

that can be improved and do not include items 

out of the person's control.  

• Time to Make a Sandwich!  Keep it genuine.  

Start with what someone has done well and end 

with another item they have done well.  

Sandwich the criticism inside.  Sometimes that 

can make it easier to swallow.   Keep the human 

aspect, you are speaking with someone with their 

own thoughts and opinions. Leaving someone 

feeling offended or personally attacked will 

never end up well. 

 
• It's not over!  Keep checking back. If you see 

someone has successfully taken your criticism 

and changed, let them know you took notice.   

Recognizing and commending someone will go 

far for your relationship as well as the 

acceptance of constructive criticism, should the 

need arise again.    

 

Keeping the Peace Between Inspectors 
and Cleaners 
By Gwen Polk (Meyer Services/ VRHP Board Member) 
 

It all begins in training. It is very important during 

training to set the guidelines and make sure 

everyone understands their role. Let the inspectors 

know they are not the housekeepers “boss”, but 

rather part of a team.  Whether you are a 

housekeeper or an inspector, you both have the same 

end goal in ensuring the property is ready for guests 

or owner arrivals. 

 

During field training, it is always good to have an 

inspector clean a departure clean. This gives them an 

idea of what the housekeepers actually do. It is also 

a good idea to walk the housekeeper through a 

complete inspection and let them see what an 

inspector does. 

 

It is important that housekeepers and inspectors 

build good relationships with each other and build 

trust between them.  Inspectors should never, ever 

take food or tips from a property as these are perks 

intended for the housekeeper. When possible, 

inspectors should prep the units for the housekeeper, 

this really goes a long way in building relationships 

and it benefits everyone.  

 

Praise goes a long way when having to call someone 

back. No one likes to have their work criticized, but 

sometimes it is a necessary evil. Remember, it’s not 

what you say, but how you say it. During inspector 

training, try some role playing with the class and get 

them comfortable with communicating correctly 

with housekeepers. Teach your inspectors to always 

sandwich cleaning issues with something positive. 

Start off with, your kitchen is spotless, and your 

windows look great, but you may need to work a 

little on your shower stalls. Show them how to clean 

something correctly, don't just tell them to re-do it. 

Always end with something positive. Be accessible 

to them; let them know you're their inspector for the 

day. Never be condescending, and do something 

thoughtful once in a while, take them a bottle of 

water or soft drink to make them feel appreciated. 
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Have weekly, or bi-weekly, meetings with both your 

housekeepers and inspectors.  Find out what you can 

do to make their jobs easier, or better. Make sure 

they know you have an open-door policy, let them 

come to you with issues they may have between 

them before they escalate into something bigger. 

 
 

National Seminar Update!  
We are heading to the beautiful mountains in 
Gatlinburg, TN for our National Conference this 
year from November 6th to the 8th! 
Click below to view our current lineup of events and 
to register for the National Conference!  
2017 National Conference Agenda & Lodging 
Information 
 
Here is a link to view some of the many local 
attractions you can explore while you are there! 
 
https://www.gatlinburg.com/to-do/attractions/  
 

Check this out! 
For daily VRHP intel, find us via Facebook and 
LinkedIn, links are below. 
 
We are working hard to deliver you relevant 
content daily! We post one article per week (except 
the week we release newsletters), share interesting 
intel, polls and throw in a bit of humor every now 
and then!  
 
https://www.facebook.com/vrhpro/  

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12049509  

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/22320241/  

 

 

Until next time! – VRHP Board of Directors 

https://vrhp.clubexpress.com/content.aspx?page_id=87&club_id=648567&item_id=692250&eml=1&actr=2
https://vrhp.clubexpress.com/content.aspx?page_id=87&club_id=648567&item_id=692250&eml=1&actr=2
https://www.gatlinburg.com/to-do/attractions/
https://www.facebook.com/vrhpro/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12049509
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/22320241/

